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Mitochondrial activity of human 
umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells
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Abstract:
Human umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells (hUC‑MSCs) serve as a potential cell‑based therapy for 
degenerative disease. They provide immunomodulatory and anti‑inflammatory properties, multipotent 
differentiation potential and are harvested with no ethical concern. It is unknown whether MSCs 
collected from different areas of the human umbilical cord elicit more favorable effects than others. 
Three MSC populations were harvested from various regions of the human umbilical cord: cord 
lining (CL‑MSCs), perivascular region (PV‑MSCs), and Wharton’s jelly (WJ‑MSCs). Mesenchymal 
markers (CD90 and CD73) were expressed by all three cell populations. Stemness marker (OCT4), 
endothelial cell adhesion molecular marker (CD146), and monocyte‑macrophage marker (CD14) 
were expressed by WJ‑MSCs, PV‑MSCs, and CL‑MSCs, respectively. Stroke presents with oxygen 
and glucose deprivation and leads to dysfunctional mitochondria and consequently cell death. 
Targeting the restoration of mitochondrial function in the stroke brain through mitochondrial transfer 
may be effective in treating stroke. In vitro exposure to ambient and OGD conditions resulted in 
CL‑MSCs number decreasing the least post‑OGD/R exposure, and PV‑MSCs exhibiting the greatest 
mitochondrial activity. All three hUC‑MSC populations presented similar metabolic activity and survival 
in normal and pathologic environments. These characteristics indicate hUC‑MSCs potential as a 
potent therapeutic in regenerative medicine.
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Introduction: Stroke and 
Mitochondria

Behind heart disease, stroke presents 
as  the second leading cause of 

death and disability.[1] Stroke‑induced 
oxygen and glucose deprivation (OGD) 
results in dysfunctional mitochondria 
further exacerbating oxidative stress, 
inflammation, and neuronal death while 
weakening oxidative metabolism.[2] Because 
mitochondria produce more than 90% of 
adenosine triphosphate for the cell,[3] energy 
failure, excitotoxicity, and calcium overload 
ensue and contribute to loss of mitochondrial 
membrane potential.[2] Dysfunctional 

mitochondria can release pro‑apoptotic 
molecules and generate apoptosis due 
to increased membrane permeability.[2] 
Impaired mitochondrial function plays a 
significant role in stroke deficits.

Cell‑Based Mitochondrial 
Transfer

Cell‑based therapies replenish dead cells 
while facilitating the survival of injured 
cells. Promoting exogenous and endogenous 
repair mechanisms while providing 
trophic support, stem cells attenuate the 
inflammation associated with stroke.[4‑6] 
Stem cells have targeted mitochondrial 
dysfunction restoration through transferring 
healthy mitochondria to afflicted cells 
through tunneling nanotubes, microvesicles, 
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gap junctions, cell fusion, and direct uptake into 
endogenous cells.[7,8] The mechanism to initiate a 
mitochondrial transfer between damaged and stem 
cells is still unclear, however overwhelming evidence 
suggests the transfer of healthy mitochondria aids to 
restore cellular function.[9] The mitochondrial transfer 
has been observed in mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), 
endothelial progenitor cells, neurons, and astrocytes.[10,11] 
Overall, these findings suggest mitochondrial transfer’s 
potential as a potent therapeutic, however further 
investigation is imperative to understand the mechanism 
behind this phenomenon.

Human Umbilical Cord Mesenchymal Stem 
Cells

hUC‑MSCs serve as a potential regenerative therapy due 
to their self‑renewal abilities, multipotent differentiation, 
and immunomodulatory and anti‑inflammatory 
capabilities.[5,12,13] It is unknown whether a single MSCs 
type derived from Wharton’s jelly, perivascular region, 
and cord lining is more effective than others.[14] Because 
the human umbilical cord is made up of two arteries and 
a vein,[14] the cells that compose it may be therapeutically 
superior to other cell types because of their naturally 
hypoxic and glucose‑lacking environment.

This review paper examines current literature that 
reveals mitochondrial function and the metabolic activity 
of various hUC‑MSC populations under stroke and 
baseline conditions in vitro.

Effectiveness of Human Umbilical Cord 
Mesenchymal Stem Cells In vitro

Human umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells 
( h U C ‑ M S C s )  p o s s e s s  a n t i ‑ i n f l a m m a t o r y , 
immunomodulatory, and multipotent properties. 
These characteristics may provide therapeutically 
favorable results in regenerative medicine. hUC‑MSCs 
displaying greater efficacy compared to other stem cell 
types is still in question, however hUC‑MSCs are easily 
collected with minimal ethical concern. MSCs were 
harvested from cord lining (CL‑MSCs), perivascular 
region (PV‑MSCs), and Wharton’s jelly (WJ‑MSCs) of the 
human umbilical cord.[15] Mesenchymal markers (CD90 
and CD73) were expressed by all three cell populations. 
Stemness marker (OCT4), endothelial cell adhesion 
molecular marker (CD146), and monocyte‑macrophage 
marker (CD14) were expressed by WJ‑MSCs, PV‑MSCs, 
and CL‑MSCs, respectively.[15] OGD, apparent during 
stroke and reperfusion, results in dysfunctional 
mitochondria and consequently cell death. Evidence 
indicates that restoring mitochondrial function through 
mitochondrial transfer may be effective in treating 
stroke. When all three cell populations were exposed 

to ambient and OGD conditions in vitro, cell energy 
phenotype and mito stress tests were conducted to 
analyze the metabolic profile and mitochondrial activity. 
Data indicated that CL‑MSCs number decreased the 
least post‑OGD/R exposure, and PV‑MSCs exhibited the 
greatest mitochondrial activity.[15] All three hUC‑MSCs 
populations presented similar metabolic activity and 
survival in normal and hypoxic environments [Figure 1]. 
These beneficial characteristics bolster hUC‑MSCs 
therapeutic potential in stroke and other ischemic 
diseases.

Human Umbilical Cord Mesenchymal Stem 
Cell as a Stroke Therapeutic

Stroke‑induced mitochondrial dysfunction influences 
neuronal death, oxidative stress, and inflammation.[2] 
The phenomenon of healthy mitochondrial transfer has 
pointed toward mitochondrial‑based stem cell therapy 
as an effective treatment for stroke.[7,8,11] The human 
umbilical cord is composed of three vessels indicating that 
hUC‑MSCS may be evolutionarily conditioned to survive 
in environments with decreased oxygen and glucose, 
further reinforcing their potential as a stroke therapy.[14] 
Few studies have investigated the mitochondrial function 
of hUC‑MSCs in combination with energy metabolism.[16‑18] 
It is still unclear whether PV‑MSCs, WJ‑MSCs, or CL‑MSCs 
are more effective.[14,19] Furthermore, whether cells 
harvested from a different distance on the vessels in the 
umbilical cord will have differing characteristics under 
ischemic conditions is unknown.

Cell Survival and Energy Profile

To further understand hU‑MSCs potential, PV‑MSCs, 
WJ‑MSCs, and CL‑MSCs were harvested to analyze 
the energy metabolism profile, mitochondrial function, 
and survival capabilities in normal and ischemic/
reperfused environments. Data indicated that all three 
cell populations displayed quiescent phenotypes and 
therefore preserved glycolytic and mitochondrial 
metabolism at low levels.[15] When subject to stressful 
conditions, hUC‑MSCs augmented glycolytic metabolism 
to offset reduced mitochondrial activity. When the rate of 
decrease in oxygen concentration (OCR) was measured, 
only a minimal decrease in OCR was observed across 

Figure 1: Human umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells subject to oxygen and 
glucose deprivation/R treatment display increased mitochondrial activity and ability 

to survive in stroke conditions
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OGD/R groups when compared to MSCs in normal 
conditions. Interestingly, while cell survival was not 
affected by OGD/R exposure, the cells were seen in 
increased concentrations. Taken together, these data 
indicate that hUC‑MSCs retain the capacity to survive 
in harsh stroke environments.[15]

Reducing Cell Death

MSCs may attenuate the subacute and chronic cell death 
associated with stroke through their ability to increase 
mitochondrial function.[20‑23] Targeting dysfunctional 
mitochondria with hUC‑MSCs remains a novel 
stroke therapy.[24‑31] Furthermore, stem‑cell facilitated 
mitochondria transplantation may provide favorable 
outcomes in treating other neurological disorders not 
limited to stroke.[32‑38]

Variations among Human Umbilical Cord 
Mesenchymal Stem Cell Types

Data indicate that PV‑MSCs, WJ‑MSCs, and CL‑MSCs 
all have the capability to retain mitochondrial function 
in ischemic conditions.[15] While all three cell populations 
demonstrated comparable mitochondria and energy 
metabolism, PV‑MSCs displayed the greatest OCR 
values indicating that this population has higher 
mitochondrial activity when compared to the other 
hUC‑MSCs.[15] PV‑MSCs also presented with a steadier 
decrease of OCR after OGD/R exposure which is 
consistent with this finding. The cells’ ability to survive 
and function in hypoxic environments was demonstrated 
by CL‑MSCs as they were least affected by OGD/R. 
Explaining the minute variations observed across the 
three cell populations requires further investigation 
on whether their origin in the human umbilical 
displays higher mitochondrial function in an ischemic 
environment.[15] Overall, hUC‑MSCs demonstrate the 
ability to retain active and functional mitochondria in 
stroke conditions, further bolstering their potential as a 
potent mitochondria‑based stem cell therapy for stroke 
and other ischemia‑associated disorders.

Data indicate that CL‑MSCs, WJ‑MSCs, and PV‑MSCs 
derived from the human umbilical cord possess a 
vigorous mitochondrial profile and the ability to function 
in ischemic environments.[15] These findings encourage 
hU‑MSCs consideration as an effective donor cell 
for mitochondria‑based therapy for stroke and other 
disorders.

Conclusion

Data indicate that CL‑MSCs, WJ‑MSCs, and PV‑MSCs 
derived from human umbilical cord posses a vigorous 
mitochondrial profile and the ability to function in 

ischemic environments.[15] These findings encourage 
hU‑MSCs consideration as an effective donor cell 
for mitochondria‑based therapy for stroke and other 
disorders.
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